Forget.finance is an early-stage B2C FinTech in Berlin. We’re developing a holistic, digital financial advisor. Our vision is to empower everyone to achieve a better financial future with minimum effort. Forget automates your finances and provides algorithm-based and human advice via a user-centric app. We’re funded by top business angels and this is just the beginning.

Possible Projects

Financial expert system  
**Finance** **Tech**
We’re aiming to provide personalized and holistic answers to our users via our financial bot Coin in the Forget.finance app. Design and develop a financial expert system to solve the complex problem of decision making in the personal finance space. Setup an e2e application used by our financial advisors and connect results directly with the Forget.finance app.

Financial Health scoring model  
**AI** **Finance**
Leverage data from our users' openbanking and public data sources to provide a financial health score and concrete data-based suggestions for improvement. This project could be done from a tech & data angle or also involve a strong behavioral finance perspective, depending on the applying individual or team.

Why join us

- Get directly involved in an early-stage fintech
- Work with experienced tech & product founders
- Visibly contribute to our product development
- Kickstart your own career in the startup world
- Improve the financial life of real users

Your profile

- Hands-on experience in software development
- Passion for empowering financial health
- Ambitious and entrepreneurial spirit
- We highly value diversity and thinking differently

You’re possible to shape these projects based on your skills and interest. Apply as an individual or team of 2-5 people for three months full-time or six months part-time. If this sounds interesting to you, send us your CV and transcript. hello@forget.finance

Supervisors at Forget.finance

- **Kenradin Breva**  
  Founder / CEO

- **Jurek Herwitz**  
  Founder / CTO

Academic Supervisors

- **Benjamin Loos**  
  Professor

- **Emanuel Renkl**  
  Research Assistant